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Razzle Dazzle 
 

 “Razzle dazzle, dad,” Junior shouts at his father.  

 “Gimme some money and keys to the car. I wanna go to the Fair!” 

 Rules are broken. 

 In many families today daddy doesn’t know the Rules. He knows how to shout and make 

threats, but he knows next to nothing about Rules. Mommy’s in the dark also. The kids are wild. 

Our nation is sinking under the weight of legal stupidity and fascination with foolishness. 

 We have not been taught the Rules that make Civilization possible. 

 We are NOT teaching our children, and the rising havoc around us is our just reward. 

 If you don’t think we need Rules in this country, this message is not for you. 

 It’s time to take the blinders off and ask, “What are we teaching our children?” 

 Should we ask if they need something more than what they’re being taught these days? 

 Maybe they need something special ... something that would empower them to be better 

stewards of the Liberties they presently enjoy. 

 Maybe something public schools have never taught. 

 Read on, fellow Americans! 

 There IS something very special that’s been hidden from you. 

 It’s time to drag Truth into the open.  

 It’s time to demand that We the People be told what’s been hidden.  

 Time to insist we will know what’s been hidden, come hell or high water.  

 It was too late yesterday, but we can start today. 

 The Rules must be taught to our children, replacing the time-wasting drivel that is now 

being drummed into their innocent heads without our approval. 

 Rules that must protect us ALL from the hateful winds of foreign interest. 

 In his first speech, years before he was President, Lincoln told his people, “Upon the 

subject of education, not presuming to dictate any plan or system respecting it, I can only say 

that I view it as the most important subject which we, as a people, can be engaged in.” 



 Yet we aren’t. 

 Led by the nose, most of us.  

 Maybe not you.  

 Hopefully not you. 

 But millions of you are lost in the media’s mantra, struggling to buy groceries, working 

long hours and two jobs to keep a roof over your heads.  

 Millions of you have no idea how much Power you have just by being Americans. 

 We want you to know how to force your leaders to OBEY the Law and secure for you 

and your children what our Laws promise. 

 We want you to know the Rules that keep self-interested politicans in plushly appointed 

offices, while tens of millions push burgers through windows, sweep floors, drill and shovel in 

mines, or wait tables to bring home enough to eat. 

 “C’mon, Pop. I wanna go to the Fair!” 

 Childhood does not know what adulthood requires. 

 Too many children remain children in their adulthood and old age. 

 Our nation cannot survive another generation of middle-aged children. 

 We need to teach better things ... sowing seeds of maturity in the smallest of us ... things 

to strengthen tiny minds ... awareness that Reality can take a wolfish trun in a New York minute 

(as the old song warns), if we don’t get our heads screwed on quickly and learn how to control 

those who control us! 

 Most Americans know nothing about the Rules. 

 We don’t need a rocketship to Mars. 

 We need to teach the Rules to every human being as quickly as possible. 

 Lincoln said education is the principle thing. 

 This generation tends to believe nonsense, whether from media pundits or off-the-wall 

websites talking anti-government trash. 

 Movie idols sip cordials in opulent settings, while millions of you have no heat, tens of 

thousands sleep in parks with nothing but an old Army jacket to keep them warm, and hundreds 

rot in jail for crimes they did not commit. 

 Is this the America you want? 

 Have you seen enough ugly yet? 

 Are you ready to roll up your sleeves and help us teach the Rules of Justice? 

 The “Brave New World” generation has found its way into our highest halls of legislature 

and on the benches of our courts, promoting new-fangled ideas that stretch imagination and defy 

common sense while ignoring Sacred Values, American Values, values that are being displaced 

by a new generation that has no God, no Rules, and therefore no Lawful Authority to rule US. 

 We need a new generation to right our Ship of State and restore public sanity. 

 A generation that knows how to use Reason to solve problems, instead of outrage. 



 A generation ready to go to bat for others, even if it costs them a penny or two. 

 A generation steeped in knowledge of things that last, things that are true, things that give 

this and future generations the Power that being an American provides and that every American 

should be taught and know how to use to promote Peace and overcome Stupid. 

 This generation is ignorant of the most important things: the Rules. 

  This generation is not learning the Truths that could be healing our nation. 

 Truths about Reason. 

 Truths about Money. 

 Truths about Labor and Capital and Commerce, without which we all starve.  

 Truths about Justice and the Power that knowing the Rules of Justice provides. 

 Truths to make America strong ... instead of wasting tax-payer dollars teaching things the 

majority of us Americans do not agree with. 

 Nearly 90% of Americans do not earn enough to hire lawyers. 

 That’s 90% who don’t know how to force a judge to sign Court Orders to put their lives 

back on track. 

 That’s 90% of America that has no idea what the Rules of Justice are. 

 Not a single clue what it takes to make judges do anything.  

 Hundreds of millions are victims of a legal system they know nothing about, a system 

that should be working for ALL of us ... not just for the rich who can afford lawyers! 

 Our Constitution promises courts to “redress” our grievances. 

 But the Rules by which our grievances can be redressed remain hidden from you. 

 Your #1 Right is the Right to know The Rules. 

 “Courts are the Power of the Common People,” said William Blackstone in 1777, when 

our nation was being conceived and the first official documents were being written. 

 Courts are the Power of the People but only for People who know the Rules. 

 Do you know the Rules that promise “Liberty and Justice for ALL”? 

 The “How” of Justice is hidden from you. 

 Our children are taught NOTHING about the Rules. 

 A wise and kindly friend challenged the legal beagles of his day who were planning to 

murder him. He said, “Woe to you lawyers for you hide the keys of knowledge. You keep the 

keys for yourselves and refuse to share your knowledge.”  

 That was more than 2,000 years ago.  

 Ready to promote Justice Education with us? 

 We are American Justice Foundation®.  

www.AmericanJusticeFoundation.com  

http://www.americanjusticefoundation.com/

